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Abstract— The following paper describes an intelligent control
problem, which depends on the balance of a metallic sphere on a
beam, that oscillates in only one point, localized in the middle of
the beam, using it for the balance of this fuzzy control system.
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I.

III.

PROTOTYPE

To control the inclination of this system a direct current
motor is connected to the center of the beam, which rotates the
beam form left to right and right to left, as appropriate to
achieve the balance of the sphere, taking the signal of a sensor
of inclination as shown in figure 2.

INTRODUCTION

There exist several problems with the control of
electromechanical and mechatronics systems, for example the
inverted pendulum [1], which solution has been approached
from various methodologies, another example is the braking of
a vehicle at high speed, the direction and the detection of
obstacles, this is why the following control problem is
proposed, which consist in balancing a metallic sphere on a
beam with linear oscillatory movement, at a supporting point
located in the center as shown in figure 1, in which the sphere
will experiment several positions changes in an unstable form
losing balance, for the control system handle the stabilizing of
the sphere in the center, the fuzzy control is used.

Figure 2. Direct current motor and

The leaver system in which the sphere moves freely is
represented by the next equations, such as the Torque Moment
and the equilibrium forces on the beam:
FN – FA – FB = 0
M=Fd
F=mg

(1)
(2)
(3)

In which FN is the upward force of the supporting point and
FA and FB are the forces that the sphere exercises when it
moves and M is the Torque that are changing according to the
distance of the sphere from the pivot [4] as shown in figure 3.
Figure 1. Balancing a sphere over the beam

II.

PROBLEM

The following problem is to success the balance of a
sphere on a beam which has the point of support in the center,
when the sphere travels form right to left and left to right,
makes the beam lose the balance, currently there are several
similar problems called ball beam system [2].
This system consists in slope a beam, in which a metal
sphere travels, searching the right inclination to achieve the
same position of another sphere that is in constant movement
outside the system.
The system uses a distance sensor which provides the
information to take the right inclination of the beam to place
the sphere at the same position as the reference sphere that is
in constant movement, unlike the previously cited this only
includes one sphere.

Figure 3. Forces that interact with the system

IV.

CONTROL

The fuzzy control system is proposed for the system,
which will emulate the human reasoning, in the system
structure is identified the logic flow fuzzy inference of the
input variable inclination with respect of the output variables
direction and speed, the fuzzy inferences [6], the figure 4
shows the control system structure showing the analogical
inputs, the block of fuzzy rules as the analogical outputs, the
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lines that connect symbolizes the flux of data simulated in the
simulator FuzzyTech.

Figure 8. Fuzzy conjunct of output left to right motor
Figure 4. System simulated in FuzzyTech

The linguistic variables used in the system translates the
real values of the position sensor into linguistic values and
also into the outputs of the system shown in the table 1 and 2.
TABLE 1. INPUT VARIABLE
# Variable Name
1 SenPosicion

Type

Unit
Units

Min Max Default
0
1
0.5

Term Names
extremoI
medioI
Bajoi
ok
bajoD
meidioD
extremoD

Figure 9. Fuzzy conjunct of output of the motor ok

The block rules shows the strategy for the control of the
fuzzy system, the context is defined by the same variables of
input and output operated by the maximum and minimum
method shown in the table 3.

Table 2. Output Variables
# Variable Name
1 motorDer

Type

TABLE 3. FUZZY RULES

Unit

Min

Max

Default Term Names

Units

0

1

0

2 motorIzq

Units

0

1

0

3 Ok

Units

0

1

0

SenPos

DoS

motorDer

MDlow
MDmedium
MDhigh

extremoI

1.00

MDhigh

MIlow
MImedium
MIhigh
ok

medioI

1.00

MDmedium

Bajoi

1.00

MDlow

DoS motorIzq

Ok

The fuzzy conjunct shown in the figure 5 shows the
position sensor input using linguistic variables related to the
right or left extreme of the leave like this until arriving the
central position, place that is search to place the sphere
accomplishing balance.

bajoD

1.00 MIlow

meidioD

1.00 MImedium

extremoD

1.00 MIhigh

DoS

ok

1.00

ok

The behavior of the dc motor and sensor following the
linguistic strategies to balance the sphere on the beam are
shown in the figures 10 and 11.

Figure 5. Fuzzy conjunct of input

The outputs of the system represented in the fuzzy
conjunct of the figures 6, 7, 8 shows how the direct wire motor
should behave, the spin direction, as well as the signal that
presents when the system is balance.

Figure 10. Fuzzy conjunct of output of the motor ok

Figure 11. Fuzzy conjunct of output of the motor ok

Figure 6. Fuzzy conjunct of output right to left motor
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V.

ELECTRONIC PROPOSAL

The position sensor, that it is proposed for the following
system, consist of a variable resistant which is connected to
two operational amplifiers configured as comparators, the
circuit will provide the sense of inclination by the differential
of voltage, shown in figure 12.

knowledge of intelligent control into the solution of
Mechatronic systems, it is expected that this type of control
problems may be helpful for other investigators to put in
practice the different types of intelligence control.
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Figure 12. Circuit of the inclination sensor
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CONCLUSIONS

The research of new methods of solution for
electromechanical problems, help to put into practice the
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